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All James Bond Movies Roger Moore
'Catching Bullets' is a love-letter to James Bond, Duran Duran title sequences and bolting down
your tea quick enough to watch Roger Moore falling out of a plane without a parachute.
Out of print for over forty years, The 007 Diaries introduces Roger Moore’s James Bond Diary to
a new generation of fans. To tie in with the release of his first James Bond film, Live and Let
Die, Roger Moore agreed to keep a day-by-day diary throughout the film’s production, which would
be published just ahead of the premiere in July 1973. From his unveiling as the new 007 in 1972
through to his first scenes on location in New Orleans and his final shot in New York, Moore
describes his whirlwind journey as cinema’s most famous secret agent. Taking in the sights of
Jamaica before returning to Pinewood Studios, Moore’s razor wit and unique brand of humour is
ever present. With tales from every location, including his encounters with his co-stars and key
crew members, Moore offers the reader an unusually candid, amusing and hugely insightful behindthe-scenes look into the world’s most successful film franchise.
The James Bond Franchise has been on TV for almost six decades. Whether you love the scene
played by veteran actor Sean Connery, Roger Moore, Pierce Brosnan or the sexy Daniel Craig or
the whole lot of others, you have to admit that they all delivered amazing cinematography and
acting that made us want to be spies. And besides who wouldn't want to that popular line in all
the movies, "the name is Bond, James Bond". While we marvel at extraordinaire way, he played
each part with such excellence, you must be wondering how good his diet was to give him enough
strength to perform all those stunts we could never get enough of. Well you are in luck, below
are some of James Bond's movies over the years with a list of ingredients to get you cooking.
In a career that spans over seven decades, Roger Moore has been at the very heart of the show
business scene. Of course, he's an actor and has starred in films that have made him famous the
world over; but he's also a tremendous prankster, joker and raconteur - in fact, he's well known
as one of the nicest guys in the business, and someone who has always been up for some fun. In
this fabulous collection of true stories from his stellar career, Roger lifts the lid on the
movie business, from Hollywood to Pinewood. It features outrageous tales from his own life and
career as well as those told to him by a host of stars and filmmakers, including Tony Curtis,
Sean Connery, Michael Caine, David Niven, Frank Sinatra, Gregory Peck, John Mills, Peter
Sellers, Michael Winner, Cubby Broccoli and many more. Wonderfully entertaining and laugh-outloud funny, Last Man Standing: Tales from Tinseltown is selection of tales from the world of the
movies is vintage Moore at his very best.
On the tracks of 007
Memoirs of a Bond Fan
The movies, the books, and more
Bond vs. Bond: Revised and Updated
Social Q's
Alphabetically-arranged entries provide information on cast members, characters, vehicles, gadgets, plots, villains, and locations for all the
James Bond films.
Breaking Down Six Decades of James Bond Movies #1 New Release in Action & Adventure Movies & Video, and Movie Reference Hosts
Mike Kalinowski and Brad Gilmore team up in this comprehensive examination of the longest running film series in the history of cinema. In
Bond, James Bond, they explore the cinematic history of the James Bond collection to celebrate everything it got right and reflect on
everything it got wrong. The complete cinematic biographies of James Bond. Since his initial portrayal by Sean Connery, James Bond has
become a timeless icon worldwide. Now, comes the first-ever era-by-era breakdown of the much loved international spy—on and off the
silver screen. Following the men who portrayed James Bond—Daniel Craig, Pierce Brosnan, Timothy Dalton, Roger Moore, and Sean
Connery—readers will discover the characteristics that made him resonate, as well as the less glamorous relics that made him evolve. For
fans of the Ian Fleming James Bond novels and movies. Cinephiles and fans can finally unscramble some of the best action movies of all
time. Covering everything from cars to court cases, Bond, James Bond looks at the evolution of the 007 movies from all angles. Featuring
bonus chapters on Bond women and musical scores, inside, you’ll also find: • The origins of 007 in the early James Bond books • Off-screen
politics, drama, and movements that shifted the series trajectory • The “other” James Bond, comic books, and animated series If you’re
looking for Father’s Day gifts, gifts for men, or James Bond gifts—and enjoyed books like Some Kind of Hero, Nobody Does it Better, or
Shaken—then you’ll love Bond, James Bond.
The Bond movies remain the longest continually running film series in movie history. As the over 1 billion dollar worldwide take of last year’s
Skyfall showed, James Bond remains an iconic and beloved franchise. While there have been other actors that have taken on the coveted role
of James Bond, one of the most renowned and beloved 007s, is the charming and charismatic Sir Roger Moore. To celebrate these films and
their cultural heritage, Roger Moore has written a book that features all the Bond movies, along with a wonderfully witty account of his own
involvement in them. From the girls to the villains, the cars to the cocktails, the gadgets, locations and everything else, this beautiful book is
illustrated with hundreds of iconic images from all the films plus many previously unseen photos from the Bond archive. This is the ultimate
James Bond book, written by the ultimate insider, with all the affection and good humor Moore brought to the role. It is the perfect gift for
all fans of these much loved films
The Many Lives of James Bond offers the largest ever collection of original interviews with actors who have played Bond in different media,
as well as in-depth interviews with many of the diverse artists who have contributed their talents to the making of James Bond movies,
television shows, novels, radiodramas, comic books, theme park rides, and video games. These wide-ranging interviews provide a behind-thescenes look at the artists' goals, the challenges they faced, and how they met them.
The Ultimate Book on Over 50 Years of 007
Octopussy and the Living Daylights
The 007 Diaries
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James Bond, the Spy I Loved
A Memoir
Bond On Bond
Connery. Lazenby. Moore. Dalton. Brosnan. Craig. Who is your favorite Bond? Whether you prefer
Sean Connery to Roger Moore or Daniel Craig to Pierce Brosnan, you’ll find every incarnation of
the debonair spy in this unofficial comprehensive guide. Revised and updated, this paperback
edition of Bond vs. Bond includes the 2020 movie No Time to Die, along with speculation about
the future of Bond, James Bond. In Bond vs. Bond, author Paul Simpson delves into all the
various ways Ian Fleming’s iconic British Secret Service agent—code name 007—has been
interpreted through the years, from the books and movies to the guns and gadgets. Discover the
femme fatales who only appear in the movies but not the books; why Ian Fleming himself once
described the Bond character as “ruthless and self-indulgent”; and much more. Loaded with
interesting facts about the extraordinary history and continuing popularity of Bond, this is
definitely a book that no fan should be without.
THE JAMES BOND MOVIES OF THE 1980s A survey of the series of James Bond films of the Eighties,
which included The Living Daylights, License To Kill, For Your Eyes Only and Octopussy (as well
as the Sean Connery film Never Say Never Again). The Bond movies have long been considered among
the most popular and successful of British movies, and have also come to be regarded as a useful
barometer of Western geopolitical attitudes throughout the series' long-running duration. This
new book from Thomas A. Christie takes a look at all of the James Bond movies produced during
the 1980s, and investigates the series' changing approach to its subject matter during this most
socially turbulent of decades. Moving from the East-West tension plotlines of the later Roger
Moore James Bond films (such as A View To a Kill and Octopussy), into a conscious deviation
towards less conventional subject areas during the Timothy Dalton era (License To Kill and The
Living Daylights), Bond's evolving role as a Cold War hero is examined in order to ascertain
just how the character was adapted to meet the demands of rapidly changing world affairs. The
Eighties saw a more nuanced approach to the Iron Curtain in comparison to earlier films in the
James Bond series, with the films covering topics as wide-ranging as free-market capitalism and
the home electronics boom, and the movie producers' ongoing efforts to ensure the cycle's
continuing relevance to contemporary audiences are considered in detail. Drawing on statistical
data and a wide range of research material, The James Bond Movies of the Eighties considers
issues such as the films' cultural impact, the series' radical shifts in style, and its often
subtle approach to issues of ideology both domestic and international. Assessing this
multifaceted era of the Bond series, this book evaluates differences in contemporary critiques
and asks to what extent these motion pictures succeeded in charting the seismic shifts in the
global balance of power which took place during that eventful period of history. Fully
illustrated, featuring film posters and stills from the movies (and toys and merchandizing).
Bibliography and notes. 344pp. ISBN 9781861714855. Clothbound edition, in blue cloth embossed
with gold letters, and a flyleaf cover. www.crmoon.com ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Thomas Christie is the
author of Liv Tyler, Star in Ascendance: Her First Decade in Film (2007), The Cinema of Richard
Linklater (2008), John Hughes and Eighties Cinema (2009), Ferris Bueller's Day Off: Pocket Movie
Guide (2010) and The Christmas Movie Book (2011), all of which are published by Crescent Moon
Publishing. For more information about Tom and his books, visit his website at
www.tomchristiebooks.co.uk.
There's no better time to rediscover James Bond. Sir Hugo Drax is a multi-millionaire tycoon and
war hero, revered by the British public for his Moonraker missile defence programme. So why does
he risk destroying his reputation and the future of the Moonraker programme by gambling millions
of pounds at the card table, and is there something suspicious about his winning streak? As 'the
best card-player in the service', Bond is called in to uncover the answers. But as 007 probes
deeper into the activities at the Moonraker base, he discovers that there is more to the
mysterious Drax his project than simply cheating at cards... 'Bond is a hero for all time'
Jeffrey Deaver
'a book you simply must read if you’re a fan of movies, James Bond or Roger Moore’ Movies in
Focus ‘Owen writes with wit, affection and poignancy . . . Highly recommended’ From Sweden with
Love ‘a breezy, enjoyable read that takes few sittings to get through . . . The affection and
energy with which Raising an Eyebrow has been written is intoxicating’ Entertainment Focus
Having taken on the role of Roger Moore’s executive assistant in 2002, Gareth Owen became the
righthand man to an icon, as well as his co-author, onstage co-star and confidant. Gareth was
faithfully at Roger’s side for fifteen years until his passing in 2017. In Raising an Eyebrow,
Gareth Owen recounts his times with Roger Moore and gives a unique and rare insight into life
with one of the world’s most beloved actors. For all his celebrity, Roger Moore was quite
reserved; in interviews he rarely spoke about himself, much preferring to tell fun tales about
others. But his trusted sidekick was with him throughout his worldwide travels, his UK stage
shows, his writing process and his book tours, and as he received his Knighthood. There were
genuinely hilarious, heartfelt and extraordinary moments to be captured and Gareth Owen was
there to share them all.
The Complete James Bond Movie Encyclopedia
Timothy Dalton's Third and Fourth Bond Films, James Bond Jr., and Other Unmade Or Forgotten 007
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Projects
Words of a James Bond
Casino Royale
Englishness in Ian Fleming ́s James Bond movie "From Russia With Love"
The World of 007
In this warm and engaging book, the late, great Sir Roger Moore reflects on life and ageing. Delivered, along with his own hand-drawn sketches, to his
publisher shortly before he passed away, in À Bientôt, Roger looks back on his life - and gives it his trademark sideways glance, too. Nostalgic, funny,
charming and, most importantly, very human, his reflections on age and ageing encompass all aspects of this universal experience, from reminiscences
on childhood and 'what might have been'; keeping abreast of the ever-changing times; senior moments, memory and getting to grips with technology;
the joys - and frustrations - of travel; work and play. Along with these he tells of the intense happiness - and some equally intense sadnesses - of family
life. Featuring his own sketches throughout, this book sees Roger at his most open and forthright. The true stories and situations he shares in this
warm and intimate book reveal a 'Bond Unbound', the human being inside the action-adventure character that made him so famous the world over.
Always upbeat and - as ever - endearingly self-effacing and unpretentious, in À bientôt he shares the joys he experienced every day along with the tiny
triumphs that life brings to us all at the most unexpected times.
A series of whimsical, briskly paced essays by the popular New York Times "Social Q's" columnist provides modern advice on navigating today's murky
moral waters, sharing recommendations for such everyday situations as texting on the bus to splitting a dinner check. By the author of Emma's Table.
Updated to include the road to Bond 25 For over 50 years, Albert R. Broccoli’s Eon Productions has navigated the ups and downs of the volatile British
film industry, enduring both critical wrath and acclaim in equal measure for its now legendary James Bond series. Latterly, this family-run business
has been crowned with box office gold and recognised by motion picture academies around the world. However, it has not always been plain sailing.
Changing financial regimes forced 007 to relocate to France and Mexico; changing fashions and politics led to box office disappointments; and
changing studio regimes and business disputes all but killed the franchise. And the rise of competing action heroes has constantly questioned Bond’s
place in popular culture. But against all odds the filmmakers continue to wring new life from the series, and 2012’s Skyfall saw both huge critical and
commercial success, crowning 007 as the undisputed king of the action genre. Now, with Daniel Craig back for a fifth turn as Ian Fleming’s spy in
October 2019, Bond’s reign shows no signs of diminishing. Some Kind of Hero recounts this remarkable story, from its origins in the early fifties right
through to the present day, and draws on over a hundred unpublished interviews with the cast and crew of this iconic series.
Details Kevin McClory's forty year legal battle over the rights to the screen version of James Bond.
The Ultimate Book on 50 Years of Bond Movies
Bond, James Bond
The Many Lives of James Bond
The Remarkable Story of the James Bond Films
Secret Recipes for The Spy in You
Some Kind of Hero
Features outrageous Hollywood tales from the James Bond actor's life and career, as well as those told to him by a host of stars
and filmmakers, including Tony Curtis, Sean Connery, Michael Caine, David Niven, Frank Sinatra, Gregory Peck, Peter Sellers and
many more. By the author of Bond on Bond.
There's no better time to rediscover James Bond. Vivienne Michel is a troubled young woman on the run. Fleeing England she
comes to a deserted motel in the Adirondack Mountains where she thinks she has finally escaped her past. Sluggsy and Horror are
ruthless mobsters on a mission of their own. Holding a terrified Viv hostage in the motel, they plot death and destruction. Bond has
just one night to take on the gangsters. But with two hardened killers to outwit, and time running out, can he save Vivienne - and
himself? 'Bond is a hero for all time' Jeffrey Deaver
While there have been many actors who have taken on the coveted role of James Bond, the most renowned 007 - and the one with
the most panache and charisma - is undoubtedly Sir Roger Moore, KBE. To celebrate the film franchise's wonderful heritage, Roger
Moore has written a book that features all the Bond movies, along with a wonderfully witty account of his own involvement in them.
From the girls to the villains, from the cars to the cocktails, from the gadgets to the sets, this beautiful book is illustrated with many
iconic images from all the films plus many previously unseen shots. This is the ultimate James Bond book, written by the ultimate
James Bond, with all the affection and good humour he brought to the role. This ebook edition has been updated with a new look
and additional information on the new Bond movie Spectre, perfect for all fans of this much-loved movie series.
The legend continues! Stand by for more adventures with the world's greatest and most famous secret agent, James Bond, as
some of his most thrilling missions are collected for the first time ever in a deluxe collector's library edition! This bumper actionpacked volume collects ultra rare Bond stories that have not been seen since their original syndication: The Girl Machine, The
Nevsky Nude and Beware of Butterflies. Contains a brand new introduction by one of the Bond cast and a host of exclusive feature
material.
The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of James Bond
Commemorating Roger Moore 1927-2017
Moonraker
The first thrilling epic story in the SPECTRE trilogy
Roger Moore as James Bond: Roger Moore's Own Account of Filming "Live and Let Die"
The James Bond Dossier
While there have been many actors that have taken on the coveted role of James Bond, the most renowned
007 - and the one with most panache and charisma - is undoubtedly Sir Roger Moore, KBE. To celebrate the
film franchise's wonderful heritage, Roger Moore has written a book that features all the Bond movies,
along with a wonderfully witty account of his own involvement in them. From the girls to the villains,
from the cars to the cocktails, from the gadgets to the locations, this beautiful book is illustrated
with many iconic images from all the films plus many previously unseen shots from the Bond archive. This
is the ultimate James Bond book, written by the ultimate James Bond, with all the affection and good
humour he brought to the role. It is the perfect gift for all fans of this muchloved series.
Bond On BondReflections on 50 years of James Bond MoviesLyons Press
The James Bond universe is greater than you might think. Even if you have seen all the movies and
devoured Ian Fleming's books, there is much more to discover about 007. There is a fascinating galaxy of
Bond adventures that have been "lost" or unmade, out-of-print, or forgotten by even the most dedicated
Bond fan. Through his probing interviews with their creators in The Lost Adventures of James Bond, Mark
Edlitz uncovers different scenarios for Timothy Dalton's abandoned third and fourth Bond movies,
questions Toby Stephens about playing 007 on the radio, delves into the unproduced Casino Royale play,
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and exposes the secret history of James Bond Jr, the animated series about 007's nephew. Edlitz also
solves a long-standing Bond mystery, investigates the cheeky commercial which inserts Daniel Craig into
a Roger Moore-style escapade, and reveals the story behind Sean Connery's lost Bond performance. These
and other projects are revealed in this vastly entertaining and enlightening book. Using never-beforeseen photographs, Edlitz uncovers a wealth of unexplored lore. The Lost Adventures of James Bond is a
must for any Bond fan.
One of the most recognizable big-screen stars of the past half-century, Sir Roger Moore played the role
of James Bond longer than any other actor. Beginning with the classic Live and Let Die, running through
Moonraker and A View to a Kill, Moore brought his finely honed wit and wry charm to one of Hollywood's
most beloved and long-lasting characters. Still, James Bond was only one in a lifetime of roles
stretching back to Hollywood's studio era, and encompassing stardom in theater and television on both
sides of the Atlantic. From The Saint to Maverick, Warner Brothers to MGM, Hollywood to London to
extreme locations the world over, Roger Moore's story is one of the last of the classic Hollywood lives
as yet untold. Until now. From the dying days of the studio system and the birth of television, to the
quips of Noël Coward and David Niven, to the bedroom scenes and outtakes from the Bond movies, Moore has
seen and heard it all. Nothing is left out—especially the naughty bits. The "special effects" by which
James Bond unzipped a dress with a magnet; the spectacular risks in The Spy Who Loved Me's opening
scene; and Moore's preparation for facing down villains (he would imagine they all have halitosis): the
stories in My Word is My Bond are priceless. Throughout his career, Moore hobnobbed with the glamorous
and powerful, counting Elizabeth Taylor, Jane Seymour, and Cary Grant among his contemporaries and
friends. Included are stories of a foul-mouthed Milton Berle, a surly Richard Burton, and a kindhearted
Richard Kiel, infamous as Bond enemy Jaws. As much as it is Moore's own exceptional story, My Word is My
Bond is a treasure trove of Hollywood history.
The Battle for Bond
James Bond: The Girl Machine
The Genesis of Cinema's Greatest Hero
How to Survive the Quirks, Quandaries, and Quagmires of Today
LIFE Bond. James Bond
How the Creators of 007 Have Decoded the Superspy

The Bond movies remain the longest continually running film series in movie history, and 2012 marks its fiftieth
anniversary. While there have been other actors that have taken on the coveted role of James Bond, one of the most
renowned and beloved 007s, is the charming and charismatic Sir Roger Moore, KBE. To celebrate these films and their
cultural heritage, Roger Moore has written a book that features all the Bond movies, along with a wonderfully witty
account of his own involvement in them. From the girls to the villains, the cars to the cocktails, the gadgets, locations and
everything else, this beautiful book is illustrated with hundreds of iconic images from all the films plus many previously
unseen photos from the Bond archive. This is the ultimate James Bond book, written by the ultimate insider, with all the
affection and good humor he brought to the role. It is the perfect gift for all fans of these much loved films.
Probes the secret of the secret agent James Bond's success, peruses all thirteen thrillers in which he has appeared, and
swings out at the critics of the late Ian Fleming.
Four classic moments in the life of a spy. From avenging he wartime murder of a friend to sniper duty on the East-West
Berlin border, James Bond's body, mind and spirit are tested to their limits. (From book cover).
Narrated by Sir Roger Moore himself, this is a must for all Bond fans. Hear the ultimate Bond stories told by the most
charismatic Bond of them all. The Ultimate Book of 50 years of Bond movies, Roger Moore celebrates the franchise's
wonderful heritage. 2012 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the longest continually running film series in movie history and
to celebrate the most renouned 007, Roger Moore, KBE, has written a book that features all the Bond movies, along with
a wonderfully witty account of his own involvement in them. From girls to the villains, from the cars to the cocktails, from
the gadgets to the locations: this is the ultimate James Bond book, written by the ultimate James Bond.
The Spy Who Loved Me
Raising an Eyebrow
Thunderball
Filming Live and Let Die
Roger Moore Quotes
Bond on Bond
There's no better time to rediscover James Bond. SPECTRE - the international terrorist organization led by
Blofeld - is holding the world to ransom with two stolen nuclear weapons. Operation Thunderball is launched
to stop them, and, in a race against time, Bond travels to the Bahamas to uncover the stolen bombs before
SPECTRE can put its deadly plan into action. With less than a week to find the hidden weapons Bond must
enter a world of fine yachts and casinos to infiltrate the secret operation and foil Blofeld. 'Bond is a hero for
all time' Jeffrey Deaver
Seminar paper from the year 2013 in the subject English - Literature, Works, grade: 1,0, University of
Duisburg-Essen (Anglistik), course: "Englishnesses", language: English, abstract: Showing how
Britishness/Englishness is constructed in James Bond movies will be the main aim of this research paper.
Therefore, it is essential to clarify the difference between a British and an English identity if there is any.
Taking a closer look at the Bond movie From Russia With Love might help to detect what kind of national
identity is constructed as well as to answer the question whether James Bond is a British or an English icon.
In this detailed field guide, Mulder and Kloosterboer use 30 travel stories to explain exactly where even the
smallest James Bond film scene was shot.
Brief essays discuss more than a thousand films, look at what makes each film interesting, and list main cast
and credits
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Catching Bullets
a field guide to the James Bond filming locations around the world
My Life with Sir Roger Moore
Last Man Standing
Tales from Tinseltown
Nobody Does it Better

JAMES BOND declares war on Le Chiffre, French Communist and paymaster of the Soviet murder organization SMERSH. The battle
begins for the ace secret agent in a fifty-million-franc game of baccarat...gains momentum in his fiery love affair with a sensuous lady
spy...and reaches a chilling climax with fiendish torture at the hands of a master sadist. The critics give a winning hand to Ian Fleming’s
superlative thriller of espionage, adventure, intrigue and murder—CASINO ROYALE “Hums with tension...Author Fleming keeps his
incidents and characters spinning through their paces like juggling balls.”—Time “A speed-breaker for thrills with a big dramatic scene set
in a crowded casino.” Atlanta Journal Constitution “Excitement enough to intrigue the most hardened reader.”—Newark News “Mounting
suspense on every page.”—Houston Chronicle “It’s superlative, everything such a story should be...One can only beg for more from Mr.
Fleming.”—Pensacola News-Journal
For more than 50 years, James Bond has enthralled, excited, energized and entertained different generations like no other screen hero has
done. Since his initial portrayal by Sean Connery, James Bond has become a timeless icon worldwide. His world full of glamour, mystery
and intrigue, the most dashing secret agent in the history of cinema has been charming and thrilling audiences worldwide. Following the
sincere descriptions of the James Bond movies and books, readers will discover the characteristics that made him resonate, as well as the
less glamorous relics that made him evolve. Die hard fan Anthony Reeds will take the reader through a detailed and sometimes pungent
description of the James Bond films and books along with his extremely deatailing scoring used to evaluate each movie in the most
objective manner. The book also includes dynamic stills from the movies, a variety of rankings, and several other interesting facts of the
World of 007.
In a career that spans over seven decades, Roger Moore has been at the very heart of the show-business scene. We all know him as an
actor who has starred in films that have made him famous the world over, but he's also a tremendous prankster, joker and raconteur - in
fact, he's well known as one of the nicest guys in the business, and someone who has always been up for some fun. In this fabulous
collection of true stories from his stellar career, Roger lifts the lid on the movie business, from Hollywood to Pinewood. It features
outrageous tales from his own life and career as well as those told to him by a host of stars and filmmakers, including Tony Curtis, Sean
Connery, Michael Caine, David Niven, Frank Sinatra, Gregory Peck, John Mills, Peter Sellers, Michael Winner, Cubby Broccoli and
many more. Wonderfully entertaining and laugh-out-loud fu
Roger George Moore was born in England on 14th October 1927. He was born to George Alfred Moore, who served in Police force, and
Lillian Lily Pop. The turning point in his life was when his father started investigating a robbery at the house of film director Brian
Desmond Hurst who then hired Roger Moore for the movie "Caesar and Cleopatra" (1945). This incident pave the events for the movie
lovers to get gifted by his performance, after he inherited the title of 'James Bond' from another Bond legend - Sean Connery. Roger
Moore was the actor who played the most number of James Bond movies. Roger passed away battling cancer at the age of 89, losing the
title of the oldest actor who portrayed James Bond. This book 'Roger Moore Quotes: Words of a James Bond' is the biggest quotes
collection of Roger Moore. Read this and recognize how the Bond was thinking outside the Bond character.
Guide for the Film Fanatic
My Word is My Bond
Reflections on 50 years of James Bond Movies
James Bond Cookbook
The Lost Adventures of James Bond
The Many Faces of 007
The ultimate oral history of the only gentleman secret agent with a license to kill... and thrill...telling the incredible, uncensored true stories of the James Bond
franchise and spy mania. For over five decades, the cinematic adventures of James Bond have thrilled moviegoers. Now, bestselling authors Mark A. Altman and
Edward Gross take you behind-the-scenes of the most famous and beloved movie franchise of all-time filled with reflections from over 150 cast, crew, critics and
filmmakers who reflect on the impact of this legendary movie franchise as well as share their thoughts about their favorite (and least) favorite 007 adventures and
spy mania which gripped fans the world over in the wake of the success of the James Bond films. From Russia--with love, course--to Vegas, from below the bright
blue waters of the Bahamas in search of a missing nuclear weapon to the top of the Golden Gate Bridge, from below the seas in Stromberg’s new Noah's Ark of
Atlantis into orbit with Hugo Drax, Nobody Does It Better: The Complete Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of James Bond tells the amazing, true story of
the birth of James Bond through the latest remarkable James Bond adventures as well as the Spy mania classics that enthralled the world. It’s Bond and Beyond
from the critically acclaimed authors of the bestselling The Fifty-Year Mission and So Say We All. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The James Bond universe is greater than you might think. Even if you have seen all the movies and devoured Ian Fleming's books, there is much more to discover
about 007. There is a fascinating galaxy of Bond adventures that have been "lost" or unmade, out-of-print or forgotten by even the most dedicated Bond
fan.Through his probing interviews with their creators in THE LOST ADVENTURES OF JAMES BOND, Mark Edlitz uncovers different scenarios for Timothy
Dalton's abandoned third and fourth Bond movie, questions Toby Stephens about playing 007 on the radio and exposes the secret history of James Bond Jr, the
animated series about 007's nephew. Edlitz solves a long-standing Bond mystery, investigates the cheeky commercial which inserts Daniel Craig into a Roger
Moore-style escapade, solves a long-standing Bond literary mystery, and reveals the story behind Sean Connery's lost Bond performance. These and other projects
are revealed in this vastly entertaining and enlightening book. Using never-before-seen photographs, Edlitz uncovers a wealth of unexplored lore. THE LOST
ADVENTURES OF JAMES BOND is a must for any Bond fan.Praise for Mark Edlitz's The Many Lives of James Bond"An essential addition to every
Bondologist's bookshelf." -- James Chapman, author of Licence To Thrill: A Cultural History of the James Bond Films. "If you think you know all there is to know
about 007, think again... A must-have for both casual and hard-core James Bond fans. Pour a martini and dive into the many amazing worlds of 007!" -- Bruce
Scivally, co-author of James Bond: The Legacy
Christopher Wood segued from being the author of Confessions of a Window Cleaner to writing the screenplays for The Spy Who Loved Me and Moonraker,
two of the most successful James Bond movies ever made. Here he recounts his adventures in the wonderful world of 007.
Roger Moore: bient t…
Exploring the Shaken and Stirred History of Ian Fleming’s 007
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The James Bond Movies of the 1980s
One Lucky Bastard
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